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Book Review.


Brack, Harold J. "Contextual Communication Therapy for Stuttering." The Speech Teacher, Date Unknown: p. 72-76.

Brack, Harold J. "Is Effective Public Speaking 'Conversational'?" Publication information Unknown, p. 394-95.


Brack, Harold J. "To Hear Ourselves as Others Hear Us." *The Florida Speech Communication Journal*, Date Unknown. 8-10.
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Fishburn, Janet Fisher. See Janet Fisher Fishburn Collection.


Guy, Norman Milligan. "The Role of the Church in Economic Change (Inaugural Address)." *Drew University Bulletin*, vol. 27, no.3, April 1939: p. 3-16. (2 copies.)


**H-K**


Hopper, Stanley Romaine. "The Techniques of Criticism" (an abstract of a paper on the same prepared and read for the Browning Society on the evening of October 22, 1935.


Magnar, Thomas. Çagdas Üngör, "Danger at the Doorstep," TurkishTime, September 15-October 20, 2003 (interview).


Michelson, Carl. "La crisis de la vocación." *Cuadernos Teologicos*, vol. 8, no. 2, April-June 1959: p. 3-16.
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Wescott, Roger (see separate collection and finding aid)
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